Leverage your Business Logic BEYOND the walls of Oracle Forms

The Solution: AuraPlayer

Auraplayer is a cutting edge solution for integrating, modernizing and mobilizing Oracle Forms and EBS systems. AuraPlayer’s patent pending technology “wraps” existing Oracle Forms/EBS business processes to create mobile applications within hours.

Why do you need an Oracle Forms modernization strategy?

- Sales reps need a fast and agile way of presenting and accessing critical data on the go to maximize sales and drive revenue
- Customers expect and demand enterprise applications to provide a similar user experience to today’s modern mobile applications
- Field personnel need corporate data and real time updates from back office systems on location to improve operational efficiencies
- Customer service reps must access data from several enterprise systems in a single view to improve customer responsiveness
- Warehouse workers can no longer rely on clipboards and notepads to manage inventory

No Oracle Forms redevelopment or migration needed!

www.auraplayer.com
Enable Oracle Forms as mobile apps in hours and save months in development!

AuraPlayer provides the best of both worlds:

1. AuraPlayer can quickly and easily create mobile versions of your Oracle Forms/EBS business processes without redevelopment or migration

2. Not quite ready for mobile? How about a “facelift” to modernize the look and feel, design and color scheme of your existing Oracle Forms system

Visualize your new Oracle Forms/EBS user interface using ANY development technology, such as Oracle Mobile Framework (MAF), APEX, ADF, HTML5 and .Net or run without an interface from any SOA process or integration project.

Why AuraPlayer?

- **Go Mobile** - The same existing application on the desktop and on the go
- **Reduce Development Time** - Do in hours what others take months to develop
- **Decrease Maintenance** - Use existing business logic; only one code base
- **Minimize Risk** - No migration/redevelopment required
- **Get Cloud Ready** - Plug into Oracle Mobile Cloud with AuraPlayer’s cloud API
- **Maximize ROI** - All of the above for a minimal monthly subscription fee

Contact us now to see what your Oracle Forms & EBS can become!

**Website:** www.AuraPlayer.com  
**Email:** info@AuraPlayer.com  
**Blog:** www.oracleformsinfo.com  
**Twitter:** @auraplayer @miaurman